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King Murder Spurs College
Response, Gardner 'Witness'
The College" Senate won the support of the student body
for its proposal to utilize one half of its student activities budget
and $50 from the general fee to establish scholarships for Negro
and disadvantage^ students from the Hartford area. The vote
was 569 in favor, seven above the needed majority.
As presented to an all-college meeting at 9:15 p.m. last night in the
Washington Room, the Senate resolution acknowledged the conclusions
of the President's Commission on Civii Rights, centering the blame
for present unrest in the United States on "white racism,"
The Senates action came as part of the college community's response
to the assassination of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, last Thursday.
The College's reaction to the assassination crystallized around the
three day "witness" of Assistant Professor of English James W. GardDean Harold Dorwart
Gardner
commenced
his "public fast in shame and atonement
lner,
i c i , Jr.
u i. .
u a i UUC1
^U 111 HUT i
for my own violence and for the
violence of my white brothers"
on the quad Friday morning. He
stated at that time that "Until
Trinity College--its trustees, its
administration, its faculty, and
its students — shows more orDr. Harold L. Dorwart will con- day. President-elect Theodore D. ganized and effective concern for
tinue in the post of Dean of the Lockwood was present and parti- the violence our white structures
nourish, I will not willingly leave
College "for another academic cipated in the session,
year, or for that, part of .the
Jacobs also announced the ap- this witness.'
In his first public address before
year that may suit the needs of pointment
of Dr. George Wilthe College," it was disclosed by liam Doten to succeed Dr. M,the entire college community since
President Albert C. Jacobs yester- Curtis Kanghorne as chairman of his recent illness, President of the
day.
the Department of Psychology. College Albert C. Jacobs asserted
Dorwart's decision to\returnfor Doten is a "system development" that "Trinity will gladly cooperate
James Gardner
another year to the deanship came expert and former assistant pro(Continued on Page 6)
in response to a request by the .fessor at the University of MasTrustees at their meeting Satur- sachusetts and Northwestern.
Dorwart's decision to accept an
extension of his term comes as a
surprise to much of the college
community. At the beginning of
this semester it was reported in
the TRIPOD that the faculty hiring committee was having little
by David Sarasohn
or no success in its search for
a new dean. It was reported at
Mooting four times in six days, or fraternities at all times so long iginally to have been sent to the
that time that several members the College Senate last week pas- as such presence does not violate committee on Academic Standing
of the committee were privately sed a resolution demanding the any other individuals right to priand Discipline. Sunday night, Sen- !
considering asking Dorwart to r e - formation of a 4-4-4 (student- vacy," If enacted the resolution ator Robert Rethy '69 introduced
The Council of Fraternity Pres- main an additional year. At the all- faculty-trustee) committee to inidents, at a special meeting Thurs- college meeting on the tuition hike sure student participation in all would virtually eliminate parietal a motion, which was passed, that
hours restrictions.
the resolution not be sent to the
day, March 7, voted to postpone at the end of February, the Dean areas of college decision making.
The 4-4-4 committee was ini- faculty committee at this time.
final action on its decision to made a point of telling the stu- The Senate also passed unaniconceived this February
Speculation in the Senate is that
sanction the opening of fraternity dent body that he never wanted mously a resolution changing tially
during
the
controversy over the the motion will remain tabled for
houses to freshmen on Sunday af- the job and was anxiously await- specific resolution No. 6 of the
tuition hike. At that time an all- only a short while. Some senternoons.
ing the day when he would leave Frpshman Handbook to say, "Wo- college meeting came within 100 ators feel the governing body's:
Responding to the news that the it.
'
men are permitted in residences votes of going on a general strike "left wing" will attempt to have
College had declared its unwillingto insure its realization.
it presented in the form of an
ness to prevent freshmen from
The
resolution,
formulated
in
ultimatum, without requestingfacentering
houses, the Council
seven articles by Stuart Mason ulty approval. Such an action, it is
agreed unanimously to limit fresh'71, was passed Tuesday night felt, would definitely put the facmen visits to Sunday afternoons,
on a roll-call vote, 22-5-1. The ulty and administration on the.
at its regular meeting the prefunction of the committee, as des- defensive and assure the evenceding Monday.
cribed by the resolution, is "to tual defeat o£ the Senate resoluThe members of the council felt
insure for the faculty and the un- tion.
at that time that unlimited access
Delegates to the Connecticut
dergraduate community the right of
to fraternities by freshmen would State Convention will be elected
democratic participation in the
'be unfair to houses that could not in primaries which are to be held
areas of college decision-making
afford additional dinner guests. It throughout the state on Wednesthat affect their lives." It calls
was also believed that the houses day, 10 April.
for the committee to be "emwould be forced into competing with
The voting had been scheduled
powered to determine a long range
each other, financing parties, and originally for 9 April, but was
plan of development" for the size
stepping up their rush procedures. postponed one day in deference to
and composition of the undergradAlthough most houses opposed the late Dr. Martin Luther King.
uate community, the social facilithe idea of freshman entrance at
Supporters
of
Senator
Eugene
ties, new buildings, and improvea
ny time, all agreed at the Mon- McCarthy, many of them students,
ments in the area of academic
da\ meeting that those who didsucceeded in forcing primaries in
affairs,
it would regulate the
The Viet Nam War will be the
w
lsh to take advantage of the Col- 30 Connecticut cities. This had
honors programs, new depart- subject of the SDS April 23-24
lege's policy should limit their in- been accomplished by obtaining the
ments,
academic
regulations, Spring Symposium. Topics ranging
vitations to Sunday afternoons, signatures of five percent of the
basic requirements, extra-cur- from advice on conscientious obwhen no meals are normally registered democrats in each of the
ricular programs and the curr- jection to the effect of the war on
served. The presidents also agreed cities. .
iculum,
Hatch Photo
the Black Community will concern ;
'hat no expenditures would be made
"In spite of the difficulties, the
workshops and lectures for the '.
The
plan
was
submitted
to
the
Senator
McCarthy
by the houses: beer or soda would student effort on behalf of Mctwo-day examination of what the
Joint
Educational
Policy
Combe chalked up to the individual Carthy has been as well co- have cars are especially impormittee Friday night, and obser- SDS believes Is an imperialist
members who had extended thein- ordinated as that in New Hampshire tant, as they are needed to drive vers
declared the faculty and crime.
Utations;
and Wisconsin" stated Raymond voters to the polls. Pech reported trustee members to have beenimThe Faculty Curriculum Comthat
students
can
be
of
"vital
imr
Alpha Chi Row representative H. Pech '70, co-founder of the stupressed by the plan but doubtful mittee has recommended to that
Giaham McDonald '69 explained dents for McCarthy movement at portance to the success of the vot- as to whether the members of the body that classes not be suspendthat because it was a matter of the College. The other leaders of ing on Primary Day."
committee could handle what would ed, but that ordinary cut rules he
According to Pech, the cam- be an enormous volume of work. ignored, The committee advised a
remaining responsible to the com- the movement are David Chanin
paign
for
McCarthy
has
gained
'68,
John
Miller
'69,
and
fed
Liemunity and the system as a whole,
Trustees present question the lack rescheduling of examinations so.
e
momentum since President John- of a trustee veto in areas of judg- that they will not occur on the sym-/.
\en those houses that did not plan verman '71.
'o invite .freshmen up should feel
Pech reported that over 200 stu- son announced his withdrawal from
ment (the plan calls for a veto posium days anci the two days Ira- '
obligated to support the Sunday dents at the College have demon- the race. Citing the example of "only in areas of legality), and mediately following. .
;
the town of Meriden, where a
afternoon limitation. • '
strated interest in working for
questioned whether the College's
Sympo '68 features Michael Ferparty
caucus
decided,
after
JohnAt
Connecticut charter would permit • ber, a Harvard Graduate student :.
the Thursday meeting the McCarthy, and that 105 students
son's announcement, to forego such a committee. The faculty indicted with Dr. Benjamin Spock :
council agreed to postpone en- went to New Hampshire during
a
primary,
and
sent
three
promembers
of the committee in Boston last fall, Lecturer in
attment of the measure passed the weekend before the primary,
Although students at the Col- McCarthy delegates and eleven un- strongly questioned students being English Stephen Minot, and three \
Monday and continue to uphold
their gentlemen's agreement and lege have provided the campaign committed delegates, Pech declar- on the Hiring and Promotions Com- former SDS National Presidents.
mittee, and suggested the possibilallow no freshmen entrance at with great support, Pech insisted ed that "the decision Johnson made
Last year's symposium, operity that some faculty might pre- ating on a $7000 budget absent
|"n time-, until , the entire issue that students arc desperately need- is bound to help us."
ls
McCarthy workers forced pri- fer to leave the College first. this year, dealt with "Control Over ,;
reconsidered. The vote was' ed on Primary Day, April 10.
(Continued on Page 5)
He said that the students who
(Continued on Page 8)
The parietals resolution was or- Social Change in a Democracy." .
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Student Films Exhibit Skill,
Confront Variety of Topics
-- none of them terribly original,
but captivating through controlled
by James Peterson
camera craft. The most outstanding entries were RIFF '65 and A
Aside from the short, totally
CHILD'S INTRODUCTION TO THE
irrelevant introductory statement
COSMOS. The former was a comby the Motion Picture Association
pelling portrait of an alienated
of America's president, Jack ValNegro youth that tastefully avoidenti, the Tuesday night program
ed maudlin sentimentality; inof National Student Film Festival
forming the audience while leavwinners was totally adequate, and
ing emotional judgments to otherin places, outstanding. Valenti's
films. It seems that the business
of films today is awareness and
not judgment. COSMOS was not only
a fascinating primer on the universe, it served also to introduce
the audience to the fine art of
animation. The style of graphics
and story line were in the tradition of the English cartoonists such
by Steve Chernaik
as Richard Godfrey (The Do It
Yourself Home Cartoon Kit.)
As Charlie Bubbles, an English wife and child. The third day,
The experimental entries dewriter, finds success and a pop- Charlie floats away in a gas bal- serve some comment. METANOular following, he becomes in- loon conveniently located several MEN was a brilliant synthesis of
creasingly alienated. For an hour yards beyond his wife's house. photographic abstractions and an
by Dean Walker
The movie, unfortunately, leads
and a half of plotless film, starIndian
raga.
The
relentless
move"It was a concert ablaze with one was like an enlarged umbrella
director Albert Finney proves lit- nowhere. The silly balloon scene ment of solarized and negative imtle else. However, he has injected is in no way an acceptable climax ages (railroad trestles, a still- fresh and miraculous things." So handle. The sounds were hardly
his first effort as a director with to the conflict that has taken place life girl, a boy smoking on a runs the enthusiastic commentary pure, the products of,early masome clever moments, excellent in previous scenes. There are sev- train) was beautifully offset by on the New York Pro Musica chines whose construction exagcamerawork and consistently fine eral characters -- Charlie's two the rhythm of the raga. The se- from the 'Christian Science Mon- gerated and obscured as an Inteunpleasant servants, theNoseworgral part of producing music. The
performances.
cond experimental film, COST IN itor' to 'Esquire,'"
The movie can best be called a thys; a young airman he meets CUDDIHY, was a somewhat clichWhat the subscribers of the Col- strange buzzes of these ancestors
sequence of scenes and characters in a restaurant; and an officious ed potpourri of college pot parties, lege Chamber Music Series heard of familiar instruments and their
old acquaintance who finds him at
in which the semblance of a story,
politics, and happenings. It re- from them Sunday was a musical music that is highly mathematical
or rather Charlie, himself, unfolds the soccer match to which he has deemed itself in an all too brief survey of Renaissance music from seems a not unlikely precedent
to the viewer. The camera follows taken his son -- who serve no pur- sequence near the end where we 1400 to 1600. The third selection for computers and programmed
pose in the story other than perthe life of Charlie for three days.
witnessed a ballet of soap bub- of a ninth century Gregorian hymn electrical music.
On the first day he carouses with haps to show how alienated Char- bles. This segment was the most with alternating polyphonic verses
The music we heard Sunday was
a friend, and then drives for four lie is from these people. Such -beautifully photographed piece of of the 15th century was the most played originally by the skilled
characters are neither amusing
hours to London with his devoted,
effective in showing the most gen- and unskilled if Bach's musicians
nor do they add anything to the film I have seen to date.
but irritatingly immature secreeral, musical change from a can be considered typical, There
The remaining four entries simple, fluid, ethereal expression was no question of proficiency
tary (Liza Minnelli) in order to movie beyond the scenes in which
they
unnecessarily
appear.
were
professional,
which
is
pay a perfunctory visit to his son
to a more complex form, struggling with the Pro Musica, whose memand his shrewish and sour exSome of the scenes stand out hardly the best thing to be in a with polyphony and rhythmic var- bers played several instruments,
wife (Colin Bekely). The second and save the film from failure. student film festival. THE SEA- iations. The most complex of these but one thought a bit of the surdav is spent in company of exThe movie begins with an excel- SON, a social commentary on the had different voices combined in roundings the music was meant
lent slapstick spaghetti light. commercialization of Christmas, fugal fashion to develop a stated to accompany from the Cathedral
There is an hilarious seduction had a few very funny moments, theme.
of Florence to a lusty banquet,
sequence in which Liza does her in spite of the triteness of theme.
Gradually through the program
POEM
OF
RODIA
was
a
subtle
best to woo an exhausted Albert
the form solidified on a more
into bed with her. Her lovemaking and beautiful tribute to the Watts unified basis, absorbing the sefails as Albert falls asleep amid Towers. The two dramas, MATCH cular song form and adapting it
her kisses, and the wig that ac- GIRL-and FAREFORWARD VOY- to different situations. This was
companies her to bed falls off. AGER managed to sustain tension niftily shown in the development
The goings on inside Albert's house to such a degree that either could of a specific chanson, Dessus le
A group of students, headed by are • clevo>rly viewed through his suffer being made into full length marche d'Arras, from a song,
Why not use WHEELS lo guide
Peter Stott and David Kennard, closed circuit T.V. set-up. Many features.
you Jo those " i n " and very
to .an accompanied song, to, a
is now preparing a presentation of the scenes, however, like the
The program did reveal several theme for, variations for harpsispecial out-of-the-way places?
of the operetta "Trial by Jury." balloon" at. the end, are either notable trends in film, granting chord and finally to a Magnificat
Travel with Oxford-Cambridge
The first product of collaboration pointless or silly. The camera that the students represent a "film by Orlandus Lassus.
guides, Meet student hosts (who
between William S. Gilbert and effectively captures the moods of culture" of any importance. The
know whore the (un is) in each
At
the
same
time
the
religious
Arthur S. Sullivan, the work was static world and unpleasant people most obvious was the marriage of
country. A new approach to
songs
are
more
sophisticated
and
premiered in 1875.
as seen through the eyes of an film and pop music by artists
student travel. And it swingsl
such as the Stones and Beatles. economical. Individual words are
The story concernsa young man, alienated Charlie.
Interested or curious? Contact:
important,
highlighted
and
shaded
Edwin, who tires of. his fiance,
Student Wheels Abroad, 555
Despite Charlie's success as a This technique has had commer- in a vision past the first struggle
Angelina, and falls in love with writer, his servants, closed cir- cial success in THE GRADUATE
Madijon Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10022.
for expression.
another girl. Enraged, Angelina cuit T.V. and gadget ed Rolls Royce, and POOR COW.
(212)688-5910.
The
instruments
themselves
hauls him into court for "breach he remains alienated. The point
The evening of films was enter- presented strange appearances;
of promise." What follows is an is clear before the movie is half- taining, but unfortunately was
interesting melange of solutions, over. Yet it is at this one point poorly attended by Trinity stuobjections, and finally, an act of that the movie is satisfactorily dents., More attention should be
desperation.
, developed during its entire run- paid to the offerings of the Film
if she doesn't give it to you...
. Lecturer Baird Hastings is act- ning time. The theme may have Society by the Trinity campus.
ing in the capacity of musical ad- been more satisfactory if the movie You can't always count on a Trivisor. The orchestra will consist had more substance. Unfortunate- pod review to tell you where it's
— get it yourself!
of a piano and several accompany- ly, . despite some fine scenes and at in contemporary filmmaking.
ing instruments. Unlike any of the generally excellent performances, You might want to gq,see for yourother, longer. Gilbert and'Sullivan it doesn't.
self.
opperettas, " Trial by Jury" is
"pure cantata," without, one word
of spoken dialogue.
The independently financed production w i l l b e performed by a
cast totalling, thirty-three. Stott,
is the director and Kennard is
acting as producer.
.
"Trial" will.be presented April
19 and 20 in Garrnany Hall and on
April 27, in. the Goodwin Theater.
statement - poorly photographed,
pseudo-creatively
edited and
vaguely reminiscent of an LBJ
press conference, revealed one
important (?) bit of news the National Student Association is presently "in cooperation" with the
Motion Picture Association of America.
The collection of films dealt
powerfully with a variety of themes

Alienation Study Fails
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Institute Stresses
Curricular Change

A special Institute "to establish, oric, and literary criticism," exthrough formal study of linguistics, plained Gardner. "The ssventh
rhetoric, and criticism, workable week," he said, "will be given to
definitions of the discipline of En- completing- a curriculum project
glish and generative principles for directly relating the institute
the development of integrative cur- course work to the participants
ricula" will be conducted at the school situation." During the acaCollege this summer, reported demic year 1968-69, fivecolloquia
James Gardner, Assistant Pro- will be held. A general Reconvofessor of English and Director of cation of all participants will be
the Institute.
held in May, 1969, for the purpose
"The primary purpose of the of "sharing progress reports on
Special NDEA Institute for Ad- the implementation of curriculum
vanced Study in English," said revisions developed during the
Gardner, is "to provide public summer Institute," he noted.
and private school educators with
According to Gardner, there will
strong interest in curricula in be forty participants in the InstiEnglish opportunities to increase tute. Twenty-eight will be memtheir command of new subject mat- bers of teams, while the other
ter in linguistics, rhetoric, and twelve will be selected individualcriticism. The implications of this ly. The participating teachers will
subject matter for the English cur- come from school
systems
ricula of their schools" will be throughout the country, he said.
explored, he added.
Despite the small size of the
Gardner noted that a second pur- program, Gardner predicted it
pose of the Institute is "to af- would directly affect "over 200,ford participants the advantages 000 students.
of a daily interchange of views
The Institute is being made poson English curriculum planning sible by a $75,000 grant from the
with administrators and class- U.S. Office of Education under Title
room teachers drawn from a var- 11 of the N.D.E. A., explained Gardiety of grade levels, school dis- ner. The College, he reported,
tricts, and geographical areas." was one of sixty-five colleges
He expressed hope .that the pro- selected to receive the grants
gram will assist participants "in from over 600 applications. The
drawing up plans and revisions College, particularly the English
appropriate to their school sit- Department, will probably contriuations by providing them oppor- bute some funds and personnel to
tunities to evaluate a wide range the follow-up program during the
of curriculum proposals."
year, said Gardner. He attributed
The Institute is a continuation the College's selection to the great
and modification of last summer's success of previous summer proprogram, said, Gardner. The prin- grams.
In addition to Gardner, the staff
cipal change in this summer's Institute, he explained, is teams of includes J. Bard McNulty, Chairteachers will be brought in from man of the English Department,
various school districts around who will serve as Co-Director, and
Hartford. Each team, he said, Mrsl Lois Rodenhuis, who is the
will have a team leader, who will Administrative Secretary. Inserve as an associate staff mem- structors will include Alan Lut. ber. All the team leaders, he kus, D. Newton Smith, Joseph Zaadded, participated in the previous vadil, and Jean Kerelejza, Gardner listed Russell Bpwen> Harold
program.
The format of the Institute will Sullivan, Olivio Lopes, Gilbert
"consist of three consecutive two- Hunt, and William Clark as the
week courses in linguistics, rhet- team leaders.

PRESIDENT JACOBS looks on as a metal box, packed with College memorabilia, is sealed.
The box was inserted Saturday into the cornerstone of the Albert C. Jacobs Life Science Center,
the newest campus building. The building w i l l house the departments of Biology and Psychology,
In a letter he directed not be opened until May, 2073, President Jacobs said "the Center, soon
to be dedicated to the increase of man's knowledge in Biology and Psychology, will stand as a
symbol of the earnest and effective efforts of hundreds of Trinity's alumni and Hartford friends."
In his letter, Dr. Jacobs referred to the problems of civil rights, urbanization, and poverty which
beset the nation. Also participating in the cornerstone ceremony were: Ly man Brainerd, vicechairman of the Trustees; Dr. Wendell Burger, chairman of the biology Department; Dr. M. Curtis
Langhorne, chairman of Psychology; and Rt. Rev. Walter H. Gray, Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese
of Connecticut.
•
Rosenblatt Photc

Large Number of Burglarized Rooms
Attributed by Police to Unlocked Doors
by Lawrence Katzenstein
Mr,
Alfred
A. Garofolo,
director of campus security; reports that there have been a large
number of thefts at the College
this year. So far, fifty thefts have
been reported. Most of them have
been from dormitories, and 90%
of these dormitory thefts have
occurred because students left

"patch

their doors unlocked when they left
their rooms. As an example, Mr.
Garofolo cited Ogilby Hall, which
reported seven rooms burglarized
1
in one day between 7:30 a.m. and
11:30 a.m. All seven students involved had left their doors unlocked, and some of them had even
left their doors open.
Before
Garofolo
assumed
his position twenty months ago,
no statistics were kept as to the
number of thefts, so there is no
way of knowing how this year's
thefts compare with those of previous years. Current figures
do show that in the period from
July 1 - Dec. 31, 1967 there were
sixty-five thefts on campus: seven

involving college property, 21
thefts from cars, 13 thefts from
fraternity houses, and 24 thefts
from dormitories. According to
Garofolo, no pattern has yet been
established for these thefts.
Students are warned to keep their
doors locked when they leave their
rooms and to discourage neighborhood youngsters from running
through the dorms. .
As an additional warning, Garofolo said that the police are going
to have a crack-down on speeding
in the Summit-Vernon St. area.
Complaints from students, faculty,
residents of the area, and trustees
have prompted the drive, which will
utilize radar.
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LETTERS

f.

to the chairman

edication to the principles upon
which this country was founded
would require much more than
mere words. Immediate passage of
TO THE CHAIRMAN:
certain Civil Rights legislation as
"Human life is reduced to real well as a massive writing campaign
suffering, to hell, only when two on the part of white citizens might
ages, two cultures and religions demonstrate to the black communoverlap,,,,Now there are times ity and to the world that Ameriwhen a whole generation is caught cans intend to reaffirm their pledge
in this way between two ages, of fidelity to the principles of
between two modes of life and thus freedom, equality, and justice. The
loses the feeling for itself, for the white academic community of
self-evident, for all morals, for Trinity has no less a responsibeing safe and innocent," This bility, if it is indeed committed
quote from Hesse's STEPPEN- to the search for truth. In this
WOLF summarizes the present belief, I encourage and respect
times. "We are Indeed caught be- those efforts now being made
tween two ages:' between the age by some members of the student
of apathy, of man-in-himself, and and faculty bodies to concern the
the age of involvement,, of man- academic community in the life of
in-the-world. Because we have not the human community.
yet come of age, we now suffer
The future of mankind rests
pangs of tragedy, the sacrifices not at altars of prayer, not in
of great men.
the forces of nature, not in the
Words and sympathy alone can- knowledge of truths, but in the
not bind the wounds of history. practices of men, of all men. The
Eulogies, prayers, and sermons grievances of the black community
alone"cannot be proper penance and the shame of the white comfor the sins of omission. Such ac- munity must now serve to inspire
tions alone are hypocritical. Mil- a positive commitment to unity
lions of Americans who are now and brotherhood. Any response
forced to look1 at themselves and less than Immediate action would
^.nd at their society will reflect, be a poor tribute to Dr. King's
•unfortunately, that sense of futi- life and might precipitate the irlity which leads one into effective reparable sundering of our nation's
inaction. But certainly this would people.
not be a fitting memorial for Dr.
ALAN S. WINTER '68
King.
For the black members of our
society, such a memorial might be
for us to honor and to adopt Dr.
King's philosophy of aggressive
passivity. Whether, this means a TO THE CHAIRMAN:
refusal to serve in the armed forces because of an illegal and imOne of the greatest men of our
moral war or a more intensive in- times tias died. He died by the
volvement in peaceful demonstra- violence he so abhorred and tried
tions is an individual decision. so hard to prevent In seeking
At any rate the black community freedom and dignity for ALL peocannot let the ideals for which ple under God.
Martin Luther King lived and died
When are the politicians and ledie with Mm.
gislators going to realize the imFor ; the white,community a red(Continued on Page 5)
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EDITORIAL SECTION
April 9, 1968

The Blood Mentality
America and the world were shocked this
past week not so much by the death of a civil
rights leader as by the applied use of assassination as a viable political alternative to
what should be the peaceful natural order.
It is the reaction — the overreaction — to
the death of Dr. King as a civil rights worker
that has caused us to lose sight of the central
affliction of American political and moral conviction — i.e. the blood mentality. A mentality
that will be moved only by a murder, a fast,
or widespread destruction. Any tribute paid
Dr. Martin Luther King,, Jr. in terms of civil
action that would not have been considered
prior to his assassination last Thursday is
just an extension of the mentality which fabricated his violent death.
Only in acknowledging his violent national
mind can we begin to combat it. Must we have
blood before we can progress?
Must we respond to a national need in dollar
amounts; commensurate to damage suffered?
Must we speakin terms of unrealistic amounts
of time devoted, to overpowering tasks of obvious if not superficial merit.
Such.responses seem to serve the purpose
of absolving the guilt of mingled emotions. A
confusion of shame that can only be purged in
laborious and worthwhile, reactions — no matter how shortlived.
These can be no more than empty, hypocritical gestures, bordering on the grotesque.
'.. Certainly the Civil Rights legislation before
Congress shoiild; be "-passed;': Since it is wise,
it should have been passed before. Were it
not sound, it should not be passed even now.

Luther King, to. John F. Kennedy, to Medger
Evers, to Viola Luizo, to Goodman, Schwemer
and Chaney is our personal confrontation of
the disease that killed them.
Here is a task worthy of our eloquence and
our obligation as a reasonable, educated and
intelligent community.
Let us deal in our own commodity so that
our contribution will be both genuine and significant.
Our stock and trade is not in guns either
aggressive or suppressive. We protest when
asked to shoot in a war, yet it demands a domestic war to jar us into the activity of sanguine resonance.
We have neither the capacity nor the skill
requisite to assume the responsibility of the
federal and state governments in social work.
As a community we cannot afford to squander
and misdirect out most valuable resource — the
minds and tongues of our spokesmen. Our trade
is intellectual commerce (within and beyond
the curricular obligation.) Our tools are words.
Our tactic is verbal confrontation and example.
Let the College challenge those who operate
upon the principle of the blood mentality to
come and defend verbally their stand. In bringing them to talk, a significant step would have
been taken. Let us challenge men such as John
Barber rather than listening docilly only to be
overwhelmed with chagrin when we hear of
soldiers on the capitol steps. Challenge the
Minutemen, the Klan, and the Black Panther.

King had a dream. This legislation was to
be one facet in the fruition of that dream. The
legislation should be passed, but not to fulfill
the dream of a man because he died. It should
be so because he lived.

Further, the intellectual community can
stand behind the reassessment and redefinition of America's goals and motive forces as
manifested in the candidacy of Senator Eugene
McCarthy. No man on the political scene today
manifests more of that which this country is in
dire need — a reasoned as opposed to a political perspective,

As such there is no fitting "gesture."
There can only be direct confrontation with
the essential conflict. It is to the existence
of the blood mentality that we must address
ourselves.
The only memorial we can dedicate to Martin

We must stand beside the essence of the
institution of which we are a part. The colleges
of America cannot be social workers, even though
the need is great. What we can be is the beginning of a wave of thought that will change the
motive mentality of the nation.

IT'S l \ THE AIR
Vacuum of the Academic
Two events--the death of Martin
Luther King and the witness of
James Gardner—compel an investigation of the relationship between
the American college and American society.
We are living in a dangerous
age. The pace of social reform
has been slow in relation to the
spread of technology. The college,
protected by "academic, detachment" has failed to accept any
initiative in facing our problems.
We can no longer sit back and watch
our world destroyed around us.
As a community, we must take the
initiative. As Marshall McLuhan
has said, "There is absolutely no
inevitability as long as there is a
willingness to contemplate what is
happening." We can no longer continue to pursue our studies in the
social vacuum of the academic.
We must contemplate what is happening, and act. There may be a
case for academic detachment, but
at a certain point, detachment becomes impossible. The college
must awaken to its role within

by Jack Tadsen
the dynamic structure of American
life.
The college is first an educational institution. As in any institution, however, the syle and
content of its purpose must be
continually re-rexamined. Under
such an examination, our memorization seems' frightfully inadequate. An education must be a
living endeavor, one which cannot be separated from life, but
must be constantly related to it.
The educational community must
be, by definition, a community of
inquiry which realistically faces
the problems of its parent society.
Our community has failed in this.
We have not provided the necessary
initiative.
Our basic educative process does
not encourage one to question the
society and the structures surrounding Mm, but rather to tacitly accept them.
We are living in a time of social turmoil. No institution and

no individual can stand back in
blindness. We inhabit a violent
country, and our structures encourage the spread of violence.
We, as individuals, share in the
guilt of our society--not for what
we have done, possibly, but for
what we have NOT done. Our very
participation in such a society
gives us a share of the guilt for
" the social injustices it produces.
Not only as individuals, but as
a community, the members of the
college bear a responsibility to the .
greater community in which they
live. Students, faculty, and administration all share in the
responsibility to take the initiative
in approaching problems which so
directly affect our lives.
Trinity, College has been amazingly deficient in facing up to today's
social, realities. Only a
handful of students have taken seriously their role in the world.
A handful of students, though, is
not enough if we are to produce

< \time long ago'
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the transformations necessary for
a livable world. The entire community must accept its role of real
responsibility. Students, faculty
and administration alike must
employ their own talents and their
own prestige for the betterment
of mankind. Cities are burnin°

Trlnlt v

'

the American along with the Vietnamese. Man continues to use violence on his fellow man. We must
accept our share of the responsibility, and then take action.
What can a college community
(Continued on Page 5)
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"An Experiment In Education"
by Martin Duberman
in DAEDALUS, Winter, 1968, pp. 318-341
"Report to the Faculty on the Experiment of Written Evaluations Used in Religion 235, Fall Semester,
1967" (March 25, 1968) by Albert Rabil, Jr., Assistant Professor of Religion, Trinity College
HOW CHILDREN FAIL
byMohn Holt
.
Delta Books 3866, Dell Publishing Company, Inc.
1964
COMPULSORY MIS-EDUCATION and THE COMMUNITY OF SCHOLARS
by Paul Goodman
Vintage Books V-325, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. and
Random House, Inc. 1964
THE HIGHER LEARNING IN AMERICA
by Thorstein Veblen
Hill and Wang, American Century Series, AC 7,
1957 (Originally published 1918, B.W. Huebsch, Inc.)
Martin Duberman
. ".in the fall of 1966, at the beginning of a new term,
I received permission from the Course of Study
Committee at Princeton University to drop all grades
from my undergraduate seminar on 'American Radicalism. 1 It was agreed that the record of each
student taking the course would'show only an asterisk in the space where a grade would ordinarily appear, and that the attached explanation
would read: 'Experimental course; no grade given.'
It was further agreed that the experiment would be
for a single term only, and that at its end I would
present a formal report to the Committee describing the results. This is my report.".

Serving up the 'Body of
Knowledge' on a platter.

Such is the beginning of an article by Professor
Martin Duberman of Princeton currently receiving
considerable attention by curriculum committees
and the like at sister institutions around the country. Professor Duberman is full professor of history at Princeton at the age of thirty-eight. He is
the author of CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, 18071886 (1961) which won the Bancroft Prize in 1962;
a play, IN WHITE AMERICA, the off-broadway
production of which won the Vernon Rice - Drama
Desk Award: and JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL (1966).
Professor Duberman is also the editor of THE
ANTISLAVERY VANGUARD: NEW ESSAYS ON THE
ABOLITIONISTS (1965); He is also recently tenured
at" Princeton, a fact lie makes much of by way of
preface to his report to the Course of Study Committee at his university where, he tells us, he was
not as free to concern himself with his own evaluation of his effectiveness as a teacher as to concern
himself with pleasing the senior members of his department in this matter until he was granted tenure.
His quite realistic fear of authorities over him who
make very important decisions about his academic
future without being able to know, very much at'all
about what really happens between him and his
students is shared, Duberman feels, by most young
teachers until they gain the "release" of tenure.
Afraid of exterior judgment a good deal of the time
they are in the classroom, many teachers turn their
major energies to various defensive strategies that
preclude their making creative and Imaginative responses to the intellectual-emotional needs of their
students.
Any teacher who has heard himself or his colleagues at work and has thought critically about what
was really .going on can admit to the charge of much
wasting of time and fret in defensive behavior
however cleverly it is masked. The lecture so polished that it leaves nothing to be said in response
can become an apple so polished that the student
is likely to want to store it on the surface shelve
of his attention rather than attempt to eat and digest it. The "interrupt-me-anytime-you-have-aqueshon line frequently elicits a put-down re
sponse from a teacher who clearly doesn't want to
be interrupted for fear that what:he thinks good for
the student to hear may not get said, forgetting

t-1 saying things that are•!•" answers" ;to nonquestions in the students' minds is only a form of
talking publicly to oneself. Especially those of us
who like to think our methods more permissive
and "unstructured" can readily become defensive
, and manipulative when our students come up with
ideas, questions, proposals that may honestly reflect
their interests, their learning level, their "language"
and be threatening to our assumed authority or to
our judgment of what their interests, learning levels, "language" OUGHT to be. As teachers we "know"
on one level that only when what we are doing with
our students is providing them an opportunity to find
facts, form concepts, structure experiences that
solve real problems for them, answer real questions,
does any learning likely to last occur. But we "know"
on another level that our sense of authority in our
discipline compels us to proceed generally oblivious
to the real interests or problems or curiosities
of our students lest we betray the "Integrity of the
discipline" or some other such nonsense. What we

are really doing when we protect the "integrity of
the discipline" by denying the varied realities of
the students we instruct Is proving something to ourselves with or by use of them, and this is defensiveness par excellence.
What is more, our defensive behaviors are met
with equally subtle strategies on the part of our
students designed to win our approval, whether such
approval enhances the student's ability to formulate
and act self-critically upon his own standards or not.
Such approval usually takes the forms of grades.
It can take the more subtle form of our E-forEffort patronism when we hand back the disapproving
grade. This is to say to the student "You're dumb,
but I like you anyway:" a strategy that confuses
both Issues of intelligence and personal likes,
neither of which is really relevant--as usually defined--to the creative activity of learning.
What we are defending, and teaching our students
to defend Is not, in Duberman's view, authority
but .authoritarianism.-Like many of the educational
romantics, Duberman has been accused of wanting
to surrender authority too easily: the authority of
the role of the teacher, the authority of the discipline, the authority of truth itself. Far from it.
Duberman seems to be seeking the grounds of real
authority; autheticating experience in the context
of the academic discipline as judged by the only judge
the student can take out of college with his diploma—his own self-determined criteria for authority.
Let me quote Duberman on this distinction between
authority and authoritarianismjn the academic establishment.
"The former (authority) represents accumulated
experience, knowledge, and Insight. The latter
(authoritarianism) represents their counterfeits:
age masquerading as maturity, information as
understanding, technique as originality. Authoritarianism is forced to\demand the respect that
authority draws naturally to itself. The former, ,
like all authority, draws naturally to itself. The
former, like all demands, is likely to meet with
hostility; the latter, like all authenticity, with
emulation. .Our universities--our schools at every
level--are rife with authoritarianism, all but devoid of authority."
Duberman and many others, including Professor
Rabil, designate their experiments as experiments
with grading techniques; but as one reads into the
accounts of both experiments, one discovers that
much more than traditionally grading methods is
being radically tampered with. Many of us commend
the tampering, but we must be fair in acknowledging that our opponents in the academic establishment know either dialectically or intuitively that
^traditional grades and grading are crucial instru•"•ments of authoritarianism. Not unwisely ; do.they
view any tampering with this instrument of the
system as extremely dangerous to the entire establishment -- something comparable to those rods
that are pushed in and pulled out of atomic piles
to keep the critical explosive mass from being,
reached.
Duberman and Rabil agree on the necessity of
the student's internalizing t,he grading process rather
than relying on the external judgment of authoritarians or even -- in some instances•-- authorities
in evaluating their efforts. They seem to disagree on the matter of ultimate range of responsibility of. "the student in the class room. Rabil
argues that Duberman would have the student ultimately responsible only to his own judgment for
all his conduct in the class including self-evaluation, while Rabil wants the classroom to be a
model for a community in which men acknowledge
the authority of other self-hoods as intrinsic to
their own authority in a bound relationship of shared

Counterfeiting Authority With a
Defense Mechanism...
responsibility and receptivity, I am not sure but
what Duberman is closer to Rabil than Rabil acknowledges. Duberman's stressing the significance of the
student's forming his own criteria for self-evaluation
can only take place in a community of scholars of
whom the teacher is a member. In such a community, the teacher's role as greater authority will
be valid to the degree tfiat he can make that assumed greater authority pertinent to the needs of
others around him. And they, in turn, must learn,
claims Duberman, to recognize the genuine authority
in one another. Rabil would do this by formal or
informal covenant--a kind of warrior's oath to stick
together in the raid under all kinds of fire. Duberman's approach is to achieve the same end by admitting into open discussion in as fearless a way
as possible the emotional, psycho-social dimensions
of the group learning experience.
Here, obviously, is the greatest threat to the
authoritarian student and to the authoritarian teacher. Admit, as Duberman freely does, that ALL group
encounters, particularly the classroom, carry heavy
charges of emotion, of intergroup dynamics, that
must be acknowledged as nart of the process, admit that intellect cannot be disassociated from emotion in the learning process; admit, in fact, that the
very distinction is a phony and ungrounded one, and
one invites the ill-concealed rage, frequently the r e taliation, of the authoritarian who takes refuge in
strategem of defense.
We all know some of these strategies. It is claimed
that only professionals should try anything approaching group therapy, that only by maintaining a certain -- usually a galactic -- distance "emotionally"
from the student can one assert the dignity of intellectual discipline, that one loses the respect of
his students by revealing too much of one's inner
self to them, etc., etc. Duberman sees all this as
the work of the older authoritarian teacher, entrenched in his defenses, trying to reduce his students to
the same strategies so that he may more easily deal
with them in only a pseudo-personal manner.
"If information has not been digested and personalized, if years have added grayness rather than
growth, if training has submerged the person in
the specialist, then the potential authority turns
into a mere authoritarian. And it is the rare
authoritarian who, when given power--when put,
say, in charge of adolescents--can resist the
satisfaction of reducing them to his, level. So it.
is that one generation, desperate lest its own
achievement be exceded, corrupts the next -all the while protesting benevolence."
I Duberman's two experimental seminars indeed became communities--or rather APPROACHED community in Rabil's sense—because explicit attention
was directed by the teacher and by the students tothe
ways in which all members succeeded or failed in
paying attention to one another, honoring one
another's differences, protecting one another's valid
sensitivities and hacking away at one another's self
and group defeating defenses.
.
What both reports on experiments in grading, one
by removing grades altogether, the other by substituting written evaluations in which the students
played a responsible community role for the teacher's
abstract A's and B's and C's, reveal is that grading
is the prime tool of the authoritarian mode of education, the equivalent of the cash nexus in the economist's sense. Grading serves as the chief means of
maintaining' an external rather than an internal

set of standards by which the learner determines
if he has learned anything. Learning being more a
relationship and a process than an object or product,
such dependence' on external standards is as absurd
as if love relationships were to be graded by a marriage counsellor in some decisive manner, o r it.
would be to say that happiness would have to be
checked out on a scaled scoring sheet to be authentic. Alas, both these latter absurdities are all too
evident in much of our society, and this fact is in
part one of the results of authoritarian education.
It .is not unexpected that generatisns • of college
graduates who have derived authentic rewards from
the largely inaiithentic collection of A's and B pluses
on their transcripts should look to their neighbors
or the fashion magazines for their home decorations,
the newspapers for their political judgments, the TV
tube for their passive recreation. It is the most
absurd feature of the entire system that we train
students to rely on others ,for judgments of their,
success in intellectual and emotional achievement
In college and then graduate them with speeches
about how they now must overnlgiit assume the full
responsibilities of mature adults.
John Holt's HOW CHILDREN FAIL outlines by
means of a journal of his own experience as a
teacher in the elementary and high schools how
the authoritarian system operates from near infancy
upwards to stifle imagination, blunt curiosity, and
reduce children to winners and losers in an absurd
game they cannot control but are compelled, as Paul
Goodman points out to play. In a subsequent piece,
I shall comment, by way of review, on both Holt's
and Goodman's critiques of public education and de-..
monstrate how the violence done the human imagination, how the destruction of the innate curiosity .
of children was analyzed sixty years ago by one of
America's original educational romantic mavericks,
Thorstein Veblen. If We would make the incredible
match of Veblen and William Blake, we would find
the spiritual parentage of, most of the current pedagogical romantics.
-,
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Those Who Make Peaceful
revolution impossible make
violent revolution inevitable'
by Kenneth P. Winkler
•me Viet Nam War, an historical fact which
has produced in America a new subculture; growing political dissatisfaction, and in Southeast Asia
what the Students for a Democratic Society consider
senseless and immoral destruction, will be attacked in the SDS Spring Symposium April 23 and 24.
The SDS will proceed'from the assumption that
the war is in some way wrong. Stuart Mason '71,
. the project's chairman, articulated its goal as a
search "to present a responsible and intelligent
elucidation of the varied anti-war opinions, and
to educate the public on the harmful effects of
the Viet Nam situation."
Workshops, lectures, and possibly panel discussions will compose Sympo '68. The workshop situation, involving- only five to thirty students, will
allow for intimate discussion with experts in areas
. of anti-war thought and draft resistance.
Three films will be presented. "From Ages Ten
to Adult" documents the operation of a local Philadelphia Draft Board. "Language of Faces," winner of several film festival citations, looks critically at the "million nods to the mass production
of mass destruction."
Both films are produced by the American Friends
Service. The final production is an ABC newsfilm
on the War which is yet untelevised.
The Symposium Committee has assembled what it
considers a roster of dedicated men who have
maintained a sincere and long standing opposition to
the war,'
SDS is conducting efforts to involve a speaker
from the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, in reaction to the possibility of changes in
the Civil Rights situation resulting from the death
of Martin Luther King.
The present list of speakers includes: Nick
Eglesoh, Michael Ferber, Carl Oglesby, Vernon
Grizzard, Gene Tournouy, Arlo Tatum,1 Jeff Shero,
Father David Grade, Father James Woodruff, Michael Walzer, Arnold Lockshin, Paul Potter, Norman
Birnbaum, and Stephen Minot.
Former National SDS President Nick Egleson
ascribes the current condition of America's society to individuals afraid to correct faults because
of self-distrust. Speaking at an SDS Organizational
Forum at the College last spring, he expressed "
disappointment with people who blame them selves
for conditions which clearly stem from the system's
evils.
Egleson visited Hanoi last year, where he met
'with officials of the Central Committee of the
• National Liberation Front.
As an SDS-sponsored speaker in October, Egleson remarked that the NLF sees itself not in
civil war, but in a struggle matching both Vietnams against American imperialism.
"Promising the Vietnamese an end to imperialist
occupation, the overthrow of the Saigon regime,
and neutrality in international politics, the NLF,
Egleson reasoned, is offering a moderate program
to gain popular support, and will, after gaining
.. this support, turn to radical government.
Egleson charged that the United States bombing
forces organize intentional raids on civilian residential areas. "Every provincial hospital in the
North," he explained, "has been destroyed." The
war, he observed,' has pulled most North Viet, namese men of fighting age off their villages, and
there "is thus a significant substitution of women
for men in the work force.
Attacking the "International Communist Threat"
as a myth, Egleson urged the United States end
its involvement, in Vietnam "because the people
q
just don't want us."
Michael Ferber, a Harvard graduate student, is
one of the "Boston Five", indicted early in September for counseling draft-eligible men in procedures
for avoiding service. Arrested with him were Dr.
Benjamin Spock, William Sloane Coffin Jr., novelist Mitchell Goodman, and Marcus Raskin, author
and director of the Institute for Policy Studies

in the District of Columbia.
A Boston anti-war rally at which draft cards
to be forwarded to the Justice Department were
collected brought the indictment. Cited in Attorney General Ramsey Clark's charges was Ferber's
speech, "A Time to Say No," in which he blasted
United States policy on both the War and the Draft.
Selective Service Director Lewis Hershey, who
has been the target of caustic critique from the
New Left, commented upon hearing of the Boston
incident, "I think the (Justice) Department has
done a fine job of getting them indicted."
Ferber became involved with active Draft-War
protest while organizing a Boston peace demonstration late last year.
Carl Oglesby a former SDS President, addressing the Political Forum last February, dissected,
the radical philosophy of the SDS and traced its
ideological development.
His discussion concentrated upon the right of
foreign nations to self-determination, and on the
crime he claims the United States is committing •
when interfering in the affairs of such nations.
Oglesby theorized that it would be in the interest
of the United States to resist involving itself in
these internal conflicts. "They are more likely
to be peaceful and democratic," he proposed,
"if we simply stop resisting them."
The New Left, Oglesby continued, holds that
Americans are unable to master their political
destiny. He claimed that the1 New Left does not
subscribe to the Marxian belief that an economic
revolution will solve society's dilemma. "What
the New Left returns to again and again is the
central notion that it is only in men's real lives
that the social good and ey.il manifest themselves,"
he postulated, "not in the pure phenomena of economic structures." Yet he did note that a "structural" change, to cope with serious national problems, may be imperative.
Oglesby doubted the validity "of President Johnson's belief that successful revolution in Vietnam
would lead to revolution in the remainder of Asia •
and in Latin America, The speaker cited the ; late
President Kennedy's theory that "those who make
peaceful revolution impossible make violent revolution inevitable,"; /.;•. „•.;..•.•.• , ; •- -y •>:••.<•;• •
Oglesby has voiced attacks against the American
corporate system, the increasing military orientation of contemporary society, and President Johnson's "Great Society." Devoted to the elimination
of poverty, Oglesby advocates guaranteed income
for all. Americans. He also sees need for in-'
creased democratic control over all social institutions, with those people most directly affected
exercising the greatest direct control.
Structuring of draft resistance among- non-student young people is the goal of Vernon Grizzard,
who is striving to eliminate sole possession of
anti-war sentiment by the religious-academic community. He is now directing organization toward
a series of demonstrations against Johnsonian
politics at the Democratic Convention in Chicago
this August.
National Executive Secretary of the W.E.B. Dubois Club Gene Tournouy spoke at the College
Friday. He asserted that an unfounded fear of
monolithic communism leads the government "to
look upon agitation in Mississippi or Berkeley
as the work of outside agitators' who mislead
otherwise peaceful and content people."
His organization has suffered what he feels Is
oppression under the McCarran Act,' Under this '
Act, he stated, a person is first labeled as dangerous and his liberties then systematically eroded.
He said that while the House Un-American Activities Committee was "an attempt to make political hay,1' and' had been discredited, the Subversive Activities Control Board, an enforcing out(Millbank Photo}
•

growth of the Act, is run by "faceless civil servants."
He explained that a modification of the Act has
made it possible for SACD to investigate any group
with at least one member who is a Communist.
Tournouy insisted that the President has been
empowered under the Act to activate five previously-constructed concentration camps for political
undesirables.
Arlo Tatuni twice suffered Imprisonment for refusing to cooperate with the draft.
A former General Secretary of the War Resistance international, he is currently Executive Secretary of the Central Committee for Conscientious
objectors, and a powerful critic of the; oppression
the draft structure Is Imposing both in the United
States and abroad.
Jeff Shero is editing a New York "subterranean"
newsweekly, THE RAT. The journal presents radical viewpoint in a somewhat facetious vein.
Fathers David,, Gracie and James Woodruff are
both Urban Mlssioners in the Diocese of Pennsylvania. The two work as a team, Gracie analyzing
the response of the white establishment to the
War, and Woodruff weighing the conflict's rascist
dimensions and effect on the Black community.
Harvard Associate Professor of Government Mich' ael Walzer is the author of REVOLUTION OF THE
SAINTS, a picture of the development of radical
philosophy. Walzer will offer refutations of government arguments which are aimed at a rationalization of the War, and is' concerned with the
justice of opposition.
The House Un-American Activities Committee
which has indulged in what the SDS considers
Un-American activities of its own, was the intended victim of Arnold Lockshin as New England
director of the National Committee to Abolish
HUAC.
Since January, Lockshin has been working for
the Peace Action Committee of Eastern Massachusetts (PACEM), which he describes as "a new
coordinating peace group." Lockshin Is interested
in peace, politics and organization.
The 1965 Washington Peace March, involving
15,000 college students, was organized by Paul
Potter, National SDS President In 1004-1965. Potter has worked with radical groups in Cleveland
and Boston.
Norman Birnbaum, professor of sociology at the
New School for Social Research and lecturer-inresidence at the College last year, is a renowned
specialist in the analysis of the problems created
by an industrial economy and tti the Industrialization of undeveloped areas.
The farmer instructor at tlm London School of
Economics will speak out against United States
imperialism abroad from a socio-economic standpoint.
Assistant Professor of English Stephen Mino,
an articulate War critic, ran for Congress in the
past off-year election on a peace platform.
In a speech In Sirnsbury last year, Minot termed
the United States military action in the Dominican
Republic as "absolutely preposterous." He paralleled American intervention in the internal struggle in the Dominican with imperialist action in
Vietnam. He felt a bombing halt to be a prerequisite
to constructive negotiations.
Minot is one of few professors at the College
outspoken in their criticism of American foreign
Policy. He feels that "the test of a good college
is its willingness to allow its faculty to act as
whole men in the political spuwre. me virtual
unanimity of silence on the part of the faculty
here on jthe War and Draft is a state which has
troubled campus radicals.
Kevin Anderson '70 Is now conducting: a preSympo seminar on the Vietnam question. The purPose of the seminar is not only to prepare for
the upcoming symposium, but to "train students to
become organizers in the Hartford community. The
fifteen member group is reading works by Oglesby, Bernard Fall and Marcus Raskin, and Theodore Draper.
The organization committee for Syrnpo '68 consists of Stuart Mason '71, Chairman: Bob Towner
'71, Publicity; David Wakefiekl -71, Accommodations; Kevin Anderson '70,' Pre-Sympo Seminars;
and Steven Keeney '71, Speakers and Resources.
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In Praise Of Eugene

(Continued from Page 4)
portance of accomplishing the
causes for which Martin Luther
King, Jr., died? It is now time
for us whites (particularly in this
community of an educational institution composed of the more
fortunate individuals of our society) to stand up and join Mar, tin Luther King, J r . ' s march. Itwas
actually time long ago.
PAUL C. HOLINGER, '68

L ''dear draft board*
TO THE CHAIRMAN:

er Hall Board of Governors.
The resolution, introduced bySenator William Searle, '70, and subsequently passed by a vote of 290-0, "transfers the management of
class dancers, mixers, and other
social functions from individual
classes" and other organizations to
the Mather Hall Board of Governors. The Board will be elected
by the student body from among
twenty-two nominations screened
by the incumbent Board. The reason for this change, given by the
Senate, was "to save individual
classes in particular from bankruptcy and also to make use of
experienced planners."
The change in function of the
Board to the planning and coordinating of campus social activities will have the added significance of establishing policies for
future years. This will necessitate
a change in the qualifications of
candidates from those of previous
years. The Board will be seeking
candidates with great interest and
a willingness to devote large
amounts of time and effort, as
well as experience in the planning
and organization of various social
activities.
On Tuesday, April 16 applications will be available at the
Mather Hall Front Desk for interested students from all classes.
The completed applications should
be returned to Box 1373 by Monday, April 22nd. The all-college
election of final candidates will
be held on Wednesday, May 1.

The following article appeared
in the Harvard "Crimson" on 2
March 1968:
DEAR DRAFT BOARD; STUDENTS DEVISE PLANS FOR LETTER WRITING ATTACKS .
Draft resistance
techniques
seem to be changing. Instead of
direct attack on draft policies,
several resistors are now trying
to harass local boards. by literally interpreting some draft regulations.
(Four) students at the Episcopal
Theological School are counseling
draft-age students to follow literally the instructions on their
draft cards. Registrants are instructed to notify their local boards
in writing of any change in their
"physical condition, occupation,
marital, family, and dependency"
status, within ten days of its occurence.
The four students have inforPETE OTIS, '69
mally designated March 10 - 16
RICHARD BELAS, ' 70
as "Harass Your Draft Board
Week." Students are askedto write FOR THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
one certified letter a day to their
local boards, telling them how
they've been feeling or what
they've
been up to: anything
that falls into the categories on
the card,
(Continued from Page 4)
A sample letter might read:
do? The Trinity student body has
responded imaginatively and yet
Dearest Board:
realistically to the racial crisis.
There has been no action taken in
You would not believe how lousy the
week, however, which could
I feel. All my roommates have the not last
been undertaken earflu, and you know, I think I'm lier. have
We
had
failed to even discoming down with it. As a result
cuss the problems confronting us.
of my feeling rotten, I have been King's
murder was a goad to
unable to carry out my duties on
our social conscience. It is now
Dorm Crew, and since I have not
imperative that we face comparcleaned out any ol the Johns in
able problems without further such
Winthrop House, I am in serious
goals.
danger of losing that job. My father's drinking has increased, and
The prestige of the administramy sister was just rejected by
tion is hardly small. Local newall the colleges to which she applied. I sure hope things get bet- spapers published articles and
pictures when President Jacobs
ter. I'll be in touch.
announced the achievement of the
Ford Challenge, and again, when
^
Yours most sincerely, the
cornerstone was laid for the
•, / •
(Your name)
new
building last weekend. Such
atThe president of the "Crimson" prestige
could obviously be emP has given his permission for the ployed in the
pursuit of realizable
above article to be reprinted.)
social objectives. Imagination and
Indeed, the Selective Service
initiative are needed.
demands much of America's young
men; and anyone could arbitrarily
The faculty, too, can take action
; be delinquent at any time. Thereon
its own initiative. It has before we heartily encourage the come
increasingly apparent that
co-operation of all Trinity stu- the classroom
and the world candents, as dutiful American citnot be separated. Education must
izens, in this plan to keep local again
assume a relevance to life.
draft board files up to date.
A letter a day from 10 March
In the past week, the students
through 16 March. And help spread of Trinity have shown a remarkthe word: no one should be
able initiative in facing our comcaught negligent!
mon problems. Now it remains for
the faculty and administration to
Sincerely yours, show the same initiative. Blatantly
missing from our curriculum are
Sophomore; yes; possibly effec- a Sociology Department and even
tive, maybe.
a course in Negro history. Steps
EDWARD G. RICE must be taken now.
The past has been- challenged
by King's death and Gardner's
The Episcopal Theological School fast. We must avoid the mistakes
99 Brattle Street
of the past, and take the initia. Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 tive in the future. A true op6
March 1968
portunity for a test will be the
Viet Nam symposium, Within
'transfer of
a year, some of our seniors will
be dead in this war. Let us not
management*
make the same mistakes we have
T
in the past. Let us close down
O THE STUDENT BODY:
the strictly academic for two days,
On March 5, 1968, the Senate and investigate this hardly less
f Trinity College altered the func- pressing problem. Let us take
«on and membership of the rriath- the initiative without another death.

Air.

L
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by David W. Green
President Johnson's decision to
retire from his office at the end
of his present term has provided
democrats who welcomed the announcement with an unexpected
luxury: they now have a choice
of alternatives. Since President
Johnson no longer has to be defeated in order for an anti-war
candidate to be nominated, the vital
question which voters can now ask
themselves is, "Who should win
the nomination?" rather than "Who
can win the nomination?" Which of
the candidates, Senator Robert
Kennedy or Senator Eugene Mc-

Carthy has the greatest claim to
the confidence and support of the
citizens of this country?
Students throughout the nation,
while establishing themselves as
a potent political force, are now
insisting that a Presidential candidate possess qualities which are
often alien to the most competent
of politicians. They are demanding
that the candidate whom they support be a man who places principle above profit. Students want
a candidate whom they know to be
trustworthy. It has not been for-

Perspective on China
by David Stern
The pervasive.feeling one gets treaty made between England and
in Hong Kong is the proximity to China. That fact is certain and
China. There are Chinese every- so is the fact that the Chinese
where, and one quickly learns could overrun Hong Kong at any
about the precarious situation in time if it seemed to them a m.Mwhich Hong Kong finds itself. In itary necessity. The third factor
1997 Hong Kong will be returned which is crucial is that all of
to the Chinese as part of the China's trade with the free world
comes through Hong Kong. Thus,
it is highly unlikely that the Peking
Government would be willing to
forfeit its only outlet to the west
for such a small piece of ad(Continued from Page 1)
ditional territory. '
Refugees, both legal and illegal,
maries in twenty-seven towns.
In other locations, delegates were are still coming out of China. Most
chosen by town caucuses. In many of the legal ones come through
of the towns that chose their de- Conton by railroad; the illicit e s across the bay legates by caucuses, the majority capees swim
to
Hong
Kong.
From
these peoof representatives chosen were
pro-McCarthy. The results caused ple it is very easy to get a fairly
Jolinson supporters to. fight for realistic picture of the conditions
primaries in those towns where within China. While in Hong Kong
unanimous McCarthy slates were I spoke with the Deputy United
picked, The Johnson forces suc- Nations High Commissioner for
ceeded in four towns, but after Refugees who related that life in
the President's withdrawal, Mer- China is worse than people presently believe. At the moment there
iden cancelled its primary.
is no central authority on the
Pech described the political sit- mainland; most of the provinces
uation as "far more complicated are being governed autonomously
than in any other state." He at- with no direct control from Pektributed this to the fact that Mc- ing. The means of communication
Carthy forces had to win the right and transportation have almost
to have primaries town by town. completely broken down. Even
McCarthy's visit to Hartford more important is the fact that
was a "great success," claimed there are again people starving.
Pech. The Senator came to ConDespite the fact that there was
necticut on 3 April. His first stop
was Hartford, where he drove to a good harvest last year, the means
the North End of the city and then of distributing the food no longer
delivered a thirty minute speech at exists. As a result the picture
Bushnell Auditorium, which was of China that our government would
filled by citizens who paid as much like us to believe is actually purely
as fifty dollars to hear McCarthy. fictional. The Chinese are our
worst enemy and every word in
Pech said that McCarthy had the American press would have us
given a "brilliant" speech, and that think that China is strong and unhis opinion was upheld by many ited and would take over all of
of the voters to whom he spoke. South-East Asia as soon. as we
The Senator's speech was tele- pull out of Vietnam. This theory
vised throughout Hartford later might have been true three years
that evening.
ago, but since the beginning of the
cultural revolution the only people
that the Chinese are threatening
are themselves. It is pure fantasy
to believe that the Chinese military might is expansionary in any
sense of the word.
There Is so much internal disThe American Friends Sersension anci dissatisfaction among
vice
Committee provides
the people that the prospects for
counseling for those who have
a stable and economically developproblems with the draft. We
ed China have been set back many
can give advice on student and
years. Mao has very little control
occupational deferments, on
over either the party or the culvoluntary enlistment and draft
tural revolution, I learned. It
induction, and on conscientalso seems that Lin Piao has been
ious objection and alternative
repudiated by most as not worthy
service. Our counseling is
of top leadership. Nobody knows
legal, free and open to all in
either who will be the next leathe community. The draft laws
der in China or even who is preand interpretations are often
sently in control.
complicated, so do not hesiThe central corollary to be
tate to bring your problems
learned is that the American peoand questions to us,
ple have been told that we are in
Vietnam to stop Chinese expansion
American Friends Service
into the rest of Asia while in ,
Committee
actual fact, the Chinese are strain144 South Quaker Lane
ing themselves now by sending
West Hartford, Connecticut
minimal supplies to help North
Vietnam. What I have said, is not
Phone: 232-9521 (afternoons)
theory of, something I read some633-2782 (evenings)
where, it is fact obtained half
way around the world in a city
located on the ' Chinese border.

McCarthy...

Draft
Counseling

gotten that President Johnson ran
as a peace candidate while he was
secretly planning to escalate the
American war effort in Vietnam.
In the eyes of most students,
Kennedy has forfeited their support
as long as McCarthy is a candidate. It is recognized that Kennedy
is an exceptionally efficient man
whose political record has been
consistantly liberal since 1960.
However, his cynical position
as a non-candidate after having
condemned the Administration's
policy in Vietnam caused disgust
on many campuses. Students now
question the motives which inspired Kennedy's liberalism. To
them it seems incongruent that Robert Kennedy, who so often paraphrases the speeches of his older
brother, should have forgotten
a passage by Dante that the late
President quoted on many occasions: "The hottest places in
hell are reserved for those who,
in a period of moral crisis, preserve their neutrality."
' Students want a candidate whose
intentions are not subject to doubt,
and for whose past they need not
apologize, Robert Kennedy is not
such a candidate.
Eugene McCarthy is. The image
which he projects borders on being
a political. When he announced his
candidacy, long before it was fashionable for democrats to do so, it
was obvious that his personal ambition was not on the rampage.
He was described by the press as
a political Don Quixote, and it
derided his campaign as "low
gear."
It is this "low gear" campaign
that is capturing the imagination of
an increasing number of voters.
In the past months he has displayed a "freshness of intellect"
which recalls the personality of
Adlai Stevenson. McCarthy hasthe
same subtle wit and delicate perceptivit y which endeared Stevenson
to the informed voters of the fifties.
The Senator from Minnesota has
made the most admirable of all
appeals - one to the intelligence
and finer instincts of the public.
Like Stevenson, McCarthy offers
to "talk sense to the American
people."
What students admire most about
McCarthy is the fact that he was
there when they needed him. With
neither the political or financial
backing which Robert Kennedy has
inherited, McCarthy challenged the
vast political apparatus of the Democratic Party.
Students, and finally voters,
appreciate the quality of wisdom
which is McCarthy's. I do not doubt
the
intelligence
of Senator
Kennedy. His political statements
are well thought out, and he has
a talent for surrounding himself
with very efficient aides, But it
seems that his "brain trust" is
found too often standingat his side,
while that of Senator McCarthy is,
at all times, resting comfortably
on his shoulders.
For those who prefer to choose
their candidates on the basis of
political power rather than political philosophy and integrity, McCarthy is still the best candidate.
In a contest against that perennial
leap year menace - Richard Nixon
(of Alger Hiss and Kitchen Debate fame) - McCarthy would capture a substantial portion of the
liberal republican vote, as he did
in Wisconsin. He does not have
nearly as many enemies as Robert Kennedy, who suffers from his.
reputation as "Bad Bob." Those
who do support Robert Kennedy
would probably vote for McCarthy
if he does win the nomination
(and I think he will).
The candidacy of Eugene McCarthy promises to educate the
public; for he called on its intellect rather than its passion.
He has proven that a sincere candidate can persuade voters to evaluate the issues. Most important,
McCarthy has restored idealism to
our political system.
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CAMPUS NOTES

Martin Luther King
(Continued from Page 1)
with our students, our faculty, oui
administrators,' our friends in
doing all in the College's power
effectively to resolve the racial
issue tn our community and in our
country."
Warning that "wonders cannot
be accomplished over night,"
Jacobs advised his audience to
continue "following recognized
procedures."
The first steps toward action on
the part of the entire community
came Sunday morning when President Jacobs invited ten student
and faculty to his home to discuss concrete proposals for the
utilization of the College's resources in easing racial tensions
in the Hartford area.
Jacobs also announced that the
College had assisted in attaining
a grant for the Student Committee
on Tension, _a group which proposes to educate white communities on the menace of racism in a
effort to turn "backlash into frontlash."
On Friday morning some two
hundred students and faculty
marched to the Church of the Good
Shepard in Hartford to attend memorial services for King. Services
in the Trinity Chapel that afternoon drew a crowd of over 800.
Yesterday afternoon a teach-in
was, held in the Washington Room
featuring speakers from the Col-,
lege and local community.
Proposals under consideration

ABC PIZZA HOUSE

GLEE CLUB

by the Senate, which will largely
hinge upon its ability to raise
the necessary funds, call for further increases in the College's
ties with St. Paul's College in
Lawrenceville, Virginia. The College began a program of joint
:ooperation with the predominantly Negro college this fall under
a. federal grant. The grant, it
iias been learned, will be renewed for an additional year.
The Senate is also proposing
courses in Negro history and urban problems, to be set up on a
full credit basis at the College.

The new members of Cerberus are;
Scott Phillips, Spencer Knapp,
The newly elected officers of
Graves, Bruce Cunningthe Glee Club are: Manager John Jim
Ehrlich '69; Business Manager ham, Henry Smith, Bob SteigerrAlfred Singer '69; Publicity Man- wait, Jon Miller, Marvin White,
ager Norden Gilbert '71; Secre- Ron Megna, Ron Cretaro, Peter
tary Kenneth Phelps '69; Treasur- Huidekoper, Dave Sample, Nigel
er Alan Gladstone '70; and Li- Back, Peter Lawrence, and Harry
Morse.
brarian Albert Humphrey '71,
PHOTO FORUM

CEREBUS
The new officers of Cerberus
are: Norman Hannay, President;
Michael Mithoefer, Vice Presiient; and Scott Donahue, Secretary.

Across from Trinity College
287 New Britain Ave.,
Hartford
Phone 247-0234
"Call buj'orc you leave
the Campus"
Mon.-Thu. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Ffi. and Sat. 11 a.m.-l a.m.
Sun. - 12 a.m. - 11 p.m.

There will be a reception for
the Photo Forum exhibit in Wean
Lounge Wednesday, April 10th,
from 8:00-9:30 p.m.

8iC Medium Point 1 St

BIC Finn Point 25*

GUARANTEED INCOME

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!
mc's rusw-'d pair of
stick pens wins aswin
in unending w ir
against bull-point
skip. clog and smear
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, uic still
Writes first time, every
time. Ami no wonclu
liicV'Dyiunite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone
Will not skip, clou
or smear no matter
u-hat tk'vilisli ulmsi
is devised for them
by sadistic student1!
Get the dynamic
me Duo at your
campus/store now

, QUALIFICATIONS
1.YOU MUST HAVi A CAR
2. YOU MUST LIVE WITHIN THIS! AREAS
NEW ENGLAND STATES
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
So. New Hampshire

NEW YORK STATE

MID-ATLANTIC STATES
New Jersey
Maryland
Delaware
No. Virginia
Eastern Pennsylvania

Albany Area
New York City Area

WATEflMAH-BIC PEN CORP.

yfe

MILFGF1D. GONM

OR WITHIN 50 MILES OF ONE
OF OUR FOURTEEN REGIONAL OFFICES
NEW ENGLAND STATES
Providence, R. 1.
Boston, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Manchester, N. H.
Bridgeport, Conn.

INTERVIEW:

NEW YORK STATE

MID-ATLANTIC STATES
Philadelphia, Pa.
Allentown, Pa.
Newark, N. J.
Baltimore, Md.
Washington, D. C.

Albany, N. Y.
Brooklyn-Queens, N. Y.
Long Island, N. Y..
Westchester County, N.Y.

THURSDAY/APRIL 11th
at 3:00 and 4:30 p. m.

SENATE
MATHER

ROOM
HALL

r

1
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Don't Harm a Hair
On His Head

Karl Kurth

Page 7

McPheeSticks

Opener Here Tomorrow

"Rich in experience (16 let"The Senate requests President
termen and 15 numeral winners),
Jacobs to immediately and emphskill, and mental alertness, but
atically advise the athletic delacking size and overall team
partment that students are not to
speed, the lacrosse squad neverbe prohibited from representing
theless has the potential for havthe college on athletic teams on
ing a fine season," according to
the basis of personal grooming."
Coach Chet McPhee. Trin will
Trinity College Senate
probably try to maintain a delibApril 4, 1968
erate style of play to offset these
Freshman. Bruce Mahaffey bedrawbacks.
came the latest victim of the AthUnfortunately, the absence of
letic Departments "Keep America
a spring trip has left the stickBeautiful" campaign last week
men a couple of weeks behind last
when he was thrown off the frosh
year in conditioning and organitennis team for refusing to get
Bruce Mahaffey
zation. Coupled with the new cala haircut.
Rose Photo
endar, the team has barely had
Actually Bruce gets a haircut
Mahaffey and his barber are not two weeks of practice with the
every two weeks. The problem lies the first to be trampled in this home opener against Holy Cross
in the fact that his barber has newest wave of McCarthyism.
scheduled for April 10.
not yet received the blue and gold
Mahaffey and his barber are not
Injuries in previous scrimmagstamp of approval from Chairman the first to have been trampled es against R.P.I, and UConn have
of the Athletic Department, Karl by
the athletic
department's slowed some of McPhee's horses.
Kurth.
"clean" crusade. This fall Ab- Peter Alsop, then on the first
Going on the assumption that dillahi Haji, a sophomore foreign midfield,
has just gotten off
• one picture is worth a thousand student, was forced to shave off crutches while Jim Payne will
words, the TRIPOD tried to con- his beard to remain on the soc- hopefully be ready despite a pullsole the dissappointed barber by cer team. At that time Kurth as- ed muscle. Sophomore defenseshowing him the above picture of serted that, when a student goes men Tony DiBella and Jerry CrowKurth, His resentment was im- out on a playing field, "he loses ley sustained separated shoulders.
mediately
transformed
into his personal; he represents the
But many positive factors keep
amusement.
college, not himself."
Mcrhce optimistic about the im-

Cut oose
ma
Cutlass.
We'd invite you to check our specs
against competition (we'd fare quite
nicely, thank you), but that's too much
like homework. And you've got
enough of that. Instead, slip into
this low-slung, low-priced
youngmobile—and let
Cutlass 5 do the teaching.
Cruise it. Corner it.
Brake it. Park it.

This one handles like it had handles.
And the best part is the Cutlass S price.
It's as streamlined as its styling. Hideaway wipers, louvered hood, side
marker lights, all the new GM safety
features—all standard.
Today. See your Olds dealer.
Tonight. Cut loose in Cutlass.

pending campaign. Captain Bruce
Fraser, Trin's most prolific scorer for the past two seasons, r e turns to head up a strong attack.
He has peppered the opposing goal
37 times and is in reach of the
all-time record of 55 held by Harry Hopkins. Last year Fraser
was New England's seventh point
producer. His dedication and leadership should help to keep the
morale at a high level.
Bill Wight, apparently at full
strength after knee troubles, and
an improved Nat Prentice join
Fraser up front. Both are good
shooters which should prevent the
opponents from concentrating too
much on the Hilltopper captain.
Sophomore
John
Foulkrod
should spell Prentice while another soph> Frank Stowell, should
see double duty as an attackman
and midfielder keeping this talented stickman on the field as
much as possible.
The midfield situation, while
more unsettled, is still promising. The first line of Steve Peters, Payne, and Stowell should
help fulfill McPhee's ball control plan. Peters and Payne a r e
both capable lettermen.
The second line of Duncan Smith,
Mike Ramseur, and Tony Bryant
will see special action in addition
to regular turns on the turf together. Bryant trailed only F r a s er in the scoring department in
1967.
Haldy Gifford, Peter Wiles, and
Ken Pavel should produce quite
a bit of excitement composing the
third midfield. Gifford and Pavel
will again play when the team is
a man. down. Sophomore Wiles,
with his amazingquickness, should
keep opposing defenses busy.
The big question mark should
pop up in the defense. McPhee must
find an adequate replacement for
the now departed AH-American,
Alex Levi. Jack Linvill presently
appears to be the leading candidate
if his knee remains healthy.
Otherwise, former starting outside defensemen, Bill Barton and
Bruce Loomis return to their positions. Don Musinski and soph Dan
Nichols should provide adequate
depth.
Senior goalie, Bob Ebenstein,
has improved after being baptized
in last season's 4-5 outcome. His
experience might make for a better defense.
McPhee summarized the prospects by viewing sophs Ramseur,
Stowell, Wiles, and Smith as holding the key to the season. If they
adjust to varsity play at the outset, the team has a crack at a
winning year. Otherwise a 50^50
mark will probably result. Araherst will certainly provide the
Hilltopper unit with its stiffest
challenge as several men return •
to the only undefeated stick team
in the country.,
.

Frosh Lauded
At Sports Feast

Drive a youngmobile from Oldsmobile L Z L

There were three announcements that brought widespread applause at the Winter Sports Banquet on March 7,. The first two
concerned the new captains and
the freshmen records; Athletic
Director Karl Kurth drew the loudest applause, however, when he
stated that there would be no main speaker for the dinner.
There were few surprises at
the announcement of next year's
winter captains. They are: Jack
Godfrey, basketball; Doug Watts,
swimming,
Mike Beautyman, ..
squash. Kirk Markwald, ^hockey, ,
and Joel Greenspan and Ray Visidi, fencing.
•
.
The second highlight of the meet•ing was the freshmen team r e . cords for winter and fall. With a
14-2 basketball team, a7-3squasb
team, and a 5-5 swimming team,
the frosh for the year have 37
wins and only 17 defeats. The varsity teams aren't faring so.well,
with a 31-37-1 log.
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KING OF "CONSTRUCTION MOUND", Captain George Minukas
pitches the Bantams into'shape for a schedule (20 games) more
than twice as long as last spring's (5-4). With a hard hitting
line-up, Coach Robie Shults will be relying heavily on a "confident" Mr, Minukas and his pitching staff. Minukas plans to
BASEBALL...
highlight his offense with his curve ball while s.econd starter,
Friday...Colby, here, 3:00.
LACROSSE...
junior Miles King, relies heavily on the fast ball. Top opponents
JV
Coxswain
Alex
Bellda,
late
of
Wednesday.,.Holy Cross, here, Wesleyan and Amherst sport the schedule's toughest pitching
by Keith Pinter
last year's
feared Zoo Crew,
Saturday...Amherst, away, 2:00. personnel in Cardinal Joe Martello and Lord Jeff Ron Cichon,
With less than a week remain- is sporting- a glnchy mauve megaing before their first race, the phone styled by Figare LeFaf- 3:00.
Cichonwas virtually the entire Amherst attack, pitching practicalTRACK...
Trinity crews are rowing along fotte of Paris.
ly every day, in the grapefruit tournament and looks like a likeSaturday.,.R.P.I., away, 2:00. ly opponent for Minukas on Construction Mound April 17th.
with a style that promises vicThe JV is featuring at stroke
TENNIS...
tory. Saturday Trin meets Amherst Jack D. Long '69; at seven, Bill
(Rose Photos)
Saturday...Holy
Cross, here,
and C.W. Post, schools which have Newberry '70; at six, David Knowlcontributed many shirts to Trin ton '69; at five, Jim Hubbell '70; 2:00.
CREW... ,
oarsmen in recent years.
at four, Mike Davidson '70; at
Saturday, Amherst, C.W.Post,
For Trinity, preparation for this three, BW1 Young '69; at two, Dick
season beganlastfall. Rowing from Tyner '68; at bow, Dan Maxwell here, 3:00.
September into mid-November, '70, and at cox, Alex .Belida '70.
they adjusted to Coach Norm Graf's
Last year's- freshmen compiled
ideas on how a stroke should look. a fine record (The Hall, 5; PsiU,
Weightlifting began In January and 3). They also rowed well, going
lasted until the beginning of spring undefeated into the Dad Vail. This
vacation^ For the next three weeks, •year's
freshmen may be good
there were ten practices a week. enough to match or better that
The last week of vacation, a record. Led by captain Jeff Clarke,
flooding Connecticut River forced a four-year man at St. Paul's
the crew to move operations from and a Henley veteran, they seem
the Bliss Boathouse in the factory sure to uphold Trinity's
three
Sports writers often take addistrict of East Hartford out to.year old tradition of excellence vantage of the pre-season press
Batterson Pond in Farmington, on freshman crew.
to oil their typewriters with loose,
ringed by. the ticky-tacky homes
Most of the people seem to
subjective prophecies that can't be
A
• of the pet^y bourgoesie. t Bat- have reenforced what were a l - proved wrong by the then fact• terson, launching is effected by ready their most pronounced ten- less skeptics.
wading up to the knees In water dencies. Dick Dale is louder, more
Yet, as a result of the gener. held at a thermal equilibrium of autocratic, and more infuriating to
osity of a baseball-minded group
32 F.
row under. Bill Melcher has more of alumni and President Jacobs
Last year's varsity had a cre- good advice to offer, Phil Penhimself, first year Coach Robie
ditable record, but which it hopes nington is stauncher, Keith Pinter
to. best this year. The earlier is more cynical, Dick Tyner has Shults' varsity charges are already
vacation and better conditioning more quotations from obscure the- well into their season after a
3-3 spring tournament in Winter
this year are sure, to help. Out oi ologians, George Wheelwright is
Park,
Florida.
last year's first varsity, five oars- more extroverted, and Steve HaTrinity twice clobbered. Buckare sure to help. Out of last milton has caught an extraornell, split with Amherst and dropyear's first varsity, five oars- dinary number of "crabs."
ped a pair to host Rollins Colmen are rowing this year. At
Saturday's race, although wedpresent, the first boat shapes up ged between Good Friday and Eas- lege in the weeklong grapefruit
festival.
• as follows:
ter Sunday, is expected to be no
Yesterday the Bantams chrisStroke: Dan Drury, '70. Four less the merrier. Two new shells
years rowing at St. Pauls, went will be christened, the ALBERT tened their new Hartford field,
to Henley, stroke and captain of C. JACOBS and the BELLVUE. "Construction Mound," as they
last year's excellent freshman The ALBERT C. is the varsity faced Coast Guard in springish
Connecticut. Friday Colby will visboat,
shell, the BELLVUE the JV's. The
it the new Bantam Field, ^located
.7: Keith Pinter; '69. Returning festivities begin Saturday after- just North of the George Ferris
letterman. Rowed five in last noon at about 2:00 beside Bliss Athletic Complex construction
year's varsity beat.
Boathouse.
site.
6: Steve Hamilton, '70. Four
Captain-pitcher George Minukas
years at Kent. Rowed on the first
can be singled out as one of the
freshmen last year.
big "ifs" of the young season.
5: Bill Melcher, '69. Returning
Senior Minukas handed Amherst a
(Continued from Page 1)
letterman. Four years at Browne
and Nichols. Rowed seven on last unanimous: those houses that had 7-2 defeat two weeks ago and,
planned to take advantage of the with his curve breaking well, might
year's varsity.
4; John Ingram, '69, Returning freshmen invitations ruling' will easily out-do his admirable 3-1
letterman. Veteran of four years refrain from doing so until the performance last season.
Heavy hitting by left fiefder,
at St. Paul's. Henley. Rowed six Council reaches a final decision.
McDonald commented that the Bob He'imgartner (.380), Wayne
in last year's varsity.
. 3: Phil Pennlngton, '68. Return- postponement was decided upon Lenik (who is currently plagued
ing letterman. Captain. Rowed to allow sufficient time to con- with a jammed finger), BudKupka,
three on last year's varsity. • sider the possibility, and desir- and Brian Titus sweetened the
.2: Caleb Fox, '68, Returning let- ability of a more all-encompas- Southern effort. Starters Ron
terman. Rowed two in the varsity sing study of the relation of fra- Martin and Wally Burns, both outlast year.
• ternity rushing to the college com- fielders, are also expected to produce at the plate.
Bow: George Wheelwright, '70. munity.
Four years at St, Paul's. Henley
veteren. Rowed on first freshmen
last year.
•'•'• . Cox: Dick Dale, '70. Four years
at St. Paul's. Henley. Cox on
last year's first freshman beat.
Sure you ove your Wrangler* Jeans, But
The varsity has been rowing a
i t s time you learned that Wrangler makes
smooth,
long, high, powerful
sportswear with the same knowing touch t h a t "
stroke. They will be rowing1 the
made y o u t n e Wrangler-phile you are today
N
body of their races at a highe>
an
S S P aid Shirt with soil
cadence than last year.
V
Sfinish
R , Blue,
? i P h ebone,
'green $5. Jeans, your
releale
old
The Kerr Cup Regatta will mean
favorite bfue denims, $4.50
a cliance to compete with crews
Snap-front, 30-inch'jacket Washable
from outside New England bewater-repellent. Navy, red, green, $6.
. fore, the big/Dad Vail Regatta

Shells Seasoned
For Saturday^ Debut

77ns Week ,

Trie Nine
3-3 inFCA
Tournaments

Look here,
Wrangler-philes

Fraternities...

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

•in May.••'

•. .

.

, "In; the-JV, Dick; 'Sage' Tyner
.-'• was' switched to port after rowing ;
i, on the starboard for seven years.
There, was 'no immediate effect.

GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people
•Summer and year 'round Jobs for young people 17 to 40 For
illustrated magazine with complete details and applications
send $1-00 to The International Student Information Service (ISIS)
133, rue Hotel des Monnaies, Brussels 6, Belgium.

WrongIer®Sportswear
Wremember the "W" is silent!

